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Abstract 
Through the creation and construction of a curvature sensor of accelerometer type, 
using the spectral curvature concept or curvature energy that measures curvature in 
Volts/m3, an autonomous and mobile censorship of curvature sensing with reliable 
data transmission/reception in real time and remote position is designed and con-
structed considering the spectra of curvature of the measured curvature energy dur-

ing the advance of the prototype as the normed measure by ,XY Cβ∇ ≤  with ,β  

a constant rationalized parameter according with the required advance of the mobile 
device in the control scale of their velocity. Likewise, the sensed curvature data are 
digitalized through wireless interconnectivity using a HC-05 Module with a pro-
grammable device that includes logic blocks whose interconnection and functionality 
can be configured according to the sensor measure in situs. Also an application is 
planted to the obtaining of an energy plus due to the curvature that could be used in 
the displacement of a vehicle. 
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1. Introduction 

Along several researches and works on integral geometry theory to field observables as 
curvature and torsion of the space, we have constructed an adequate energy integrals 
theory obtaining important results to international level of curvature given as smooth 
embedding of a differential sub-manifold given in co-cycles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and their 
application through electronics and science of specialized sensors obtaining the concept 
of curvature energy, and their application in a range of energy given by the interval [1]  

[3] [4] [ ] ( ) ( )
2π22 2 2 2

0

1d d d ,
2C

C

V hk s h k s AV k θ θ≥ − ≥∫ ∫ ∫  where V, is the applied poten- 

tial energy of curvature (in this case voltages)1; A, is the area of the surface and h, their 
mean curvature and the last integral corresponds to the curvature energy employed to 
measure the roundness in their displacement along a principal direction. Applying cer-
tain cycles as Gaussian pulses which are measured invariant of curvature, we obtain the 
corresponding energy co-cycles that are curvature information “in situs” of the curva-
ture sensor designed to first prototype of this type.  

In the development of the different prototypes of curvature sensors and their study 
[1], the creation arises in the mobile technologies’ context of a dynamical system of 
curvature sensing that has the optimal conditions in the transmission/reception process, 
likewise as their reliability in the communication process of curvature data through the 
energy spectra of curvature obtained by the curvature sensor in movement pre-estab- 
lishing the real time and remote position conditions of the curvature sensor in the place 
where this is, due to their displacement.  

The communication problem that arises is in the wireless interconnectivity which 
must be synchronized with the displacement of the mobile curvature sensor, further-
more considering the elimination of possible vibrations that can be transmitted to the 
mobile curvature sensor due to the proper ground, and that could be included as noise 
in the curvature data that are transmitted to their exploring. The autonomy and inde-
pendence must be two characteristics necessary to the remote development of the pro-
totype considering their stability, mechanical robustness which will be characterized by 
their traction as continuous function of displacement and of the direction change of the 
mobile curvature sensor. Our curvature sensor is obtaining a Gaussian curvature 
through electrical pulses (electrically gauged [2]) that arise of the energy curvature ac-
cumulated in the proper space or surface [1] [3] according to field theory. 

The wireless interconnectivity must obey a relation between the transmission/recep- 
tion of spectral curvature which must be a continuous transformation in a ω -space [3] 
which obeys an intensive property of the space which is curvature in this case [4]. The 
remote sensing problems can be solved with the regularity in the inverse problems2 of 
( )1 2, ,κ θ θ  (an integral transforms problem) which is a consequence of a good wireless 

 

 

1This potential energy of curvature could be represented in an electronic application as voltage. The integral 
expression is a censorship of curvature condition which is a Hilbert inequality as given in (1). 
2Problem in mathematics that defines an initial state of a process has arbitrary states after. In our problem, 
the initial state that must to determine is the field state to measure curvature considering the model of curva-
ture energy in Gaussian pulses. 
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interconnectivity designed from a microcontroller and the sensor in the remote system 
(see the Figure 1). Then a remotely sensed curvature signal at wavelength ,λ  can be 
written as: 

( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2
1 2 1 2e , d d ,iK θ υ λ θ υ λ κ θ θ θ θ

∞ ∞
+

−∞ −∞

= ∫ ∫                 (1) 

where ,υ  is called the phase speed (magnitude of the phase velocity) of the wave and 
( )1 2, ,θ θ=θ  is the wave's frequency. One difficulty related with the solving of the 

integral equation related with the integral transform ( )1 2, ,κ θ θ  is when is presented 
instability (vibrations or noise), which arises as errors of the data programming or of 
their interfaces when the physical data is processed in spectral data. Then can arise one 
error which carry outputs from the ω -space as ,K ε+  being ,ε  the transmission 
error for any physical question that affects the transmission. Then we need a condition 
over speed that is involved in the kernel of the integral transform (1) used in the cor-
responding inverse problem. We need search to do 0,ε →  when certain 1,α →  in a 
structure equation that comes from ( )Hom ,K MM Σ = 1 3 [2] [5] (see the Figure 2). 

The independence traction in the four tires to the mobile system of the curvature 
sensor reduces the vibrations offsetting the mass forces that are produced by the vibra-
tions and that these can be transmitted to the sensor, that is to say, create an anisotrop-
ic elastically system, where the deforming and stress mechanisms in the inner as well as  
 

 
Figure 1. Gauge field is the measured by the accelerometer. The observable field is the reference 
systems field to measure curvature through Gaussian curvature. In the pictorial diagram are 
showed the inverse problems involves with the spherical mapping as fundamental patron to 
measure curvature in 2-surfaces [2] [5]. Observe as is necessary to design a control with constant 
pulses to transmission encoding of real data in the advance of our curvature sensor over M. The 
relation between sphere and micro-controller must be regularized by a relation of the derivative 

X Y∇ , and speed field which can be rectified by constant pulses in a speed control. This hypothe-
sis is accord with the homogeneous space whose classes are in the sphere .Σ  The speed rate 
over sphere is constant. 

 

 

3Spherical mapping of the 2-dimensional surface (gauge field) and 2-dimensional sphere (reference systems 
field). Remember that [2] ( )Hom , ,K M Σ  describes completely the turns that gives a normal and unitary 

vector in a neighborhood of a point .p M∈  The gauge field is given by the electromagnetic field used to 
measure curvature [2]. 
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Figure 2. Experiments realized in electronics laboratory to verify ( )Hom , .K MM Σ = 1  In these 

experiments is verified that the reference systems field has electrical field characterized to the 
sensorship [2] [5]. 
 
outside the mobile system not have inherence in the field observable measure. The 
spectral curvature is not deformed or noise contaminated. For it, we can consider an 
equilibrium equations system that will be constructed starting from the structural equa-
tions of curvature through of the field of observation4 (field of reference systems).  

Then we will focus our study to the velocity advance of our mobile prototype which 
will be conditioned to the data Wi-Fi-transmission or data Bluetooth transmission ve-
locity of our curvature sensor. As we want a constant data transmission then the veloc-
ity of advanced will be constant too. One our problem will be design a control of veloc-
ity in the mobile prototype such that the velocity field created by the reference systems 
field, obeys the fundamental equation  

,XYυ α= ∇                           (2) 

As a second problem that we want to solve and improve is on the energy optimiza-
tion, where at the same time be measured the curvature could be used their curvature 
energy for optimization and performance of own sensor system, and have the better 
functioning of this.  

 

 

4As field of reference systems must be understood al field ( ) ( )3
1 2 3, , , X E E E= ∈ X E  such that  

3
1 2 3, , ,E E E∀ ∈ E  is had that ( ), 1 , 3 ,i j ijE E i jδ⋅ = ≤ ≤  where ,ijδ  is the Kronecker’s delta. Then the aver-

age with that the gauge field used in the detection and measure of curvature varies respect of the observation 
field is given as the covariant derivative of the vector fields of the reference systems in terms of the self-vector 
fields: ( ) ,i ij j

j

E c E pυ∇ = ∑  where ,p M∈  ,pT Mυ ∈  and ( ) ,ij i jc E E pυ= ∇  with 1 , 3.i j≤ ≤  Here M, 

is the space, object of the exploration and measurement of their curvature. One best form of express the coef-
ficients ,ijc  (that depend of the tangent vector υ ) is through of the 1-forms or connection forms ,ijω  
which will denote certain functions over arbitrary tangent vectors and with real values. Then the average of 
the field respect other field (in this case the field of reference systems) comes given by ( ) , .iE p p Mυ∇ ∀ ∈  To 
our electronic sensor this can be re-interpreted as the electric field acting through voltage/m3 = curvature 
units, [2] varying respect of the position average field registered in our accelerometer and whose energy cur-
vature is the curvature spectra given by energy determined for their connections ,ijω  and calculated for the 

integrals ( )1 2, ,κ θ θ  as has been established in [3]. 
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2. Regularity and Reliability of the Inverse Problem to  
Remote and Real Time Curvature Sensing 

The regularity problem must to be normed by the transmission velocity problem, which 
from a point of view of functional analysis has that see with order of a constant that 
must bounded the norm of the derivative to certain order.  

In a transmission problem of the mobile devise the velocity of feeding of reference 
system field data must be normed by the velocity of the displacement of the device such 
that this last velocity is constant.  

Lemma (regularity) 2.1. , .XY Cβ β∇ ≤ ∈Q  
The velocity of response of the curvature sensor must be minor or equal to a constant

0,C β >  β∀ ∈Q ,5 (that is to say, a multiple factor of displacement). 
Proof. We consider the spherical mapping over ,Σ  (the sphere illustrated in the 

Figure 2), that is to say, ( )Hom ,K MM Σ = 1 , and we define a shape operator to this 
spherical mapping as [6]: 

( ) ( ): ,p pS T M T→ Σ                          (3) 

with rule of correspondence ( ) ,uS u U= −∇  where ,U  is a normal unitary field and 
,u  is a unitary tangent vector to ,M  our 2-dimensional surface in 3.E  We select a 

shape operator (which we can do it due to spherical mapping) such that  

,uU u υ∇ ≤                             (4) 

It’s necessary to prove that to the curvature signals detected by our curvature sensor 
their data transmission velocity must be bounded by a constant along of the space 
walked made by the sensor in movement, that is to say, their displacement velocity. 
First we must to prove that the process of transmission is given as continuous trans-
formation of curvature energy data to the corresponding inverse problem. After, we use 
this to find the bound of velocity in this curvature context or geometrical context.  

We consider the curvature integral operator as the spectral curvature in the direction
,u  over tangent straight line in tangent plane ( ) ,pT M  then the normal component 

of the energy to the curvature (which is the energy that could be required to that the 
space ,M  can be curved or bended in 3E ), is the curvature energy given by the 
integral operator6: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
2

, d ,
M

k u S u u s sξ δ ξ= ∫                      (5) 

But we need verify the transmission process mobile sensor system-micro-controller, 

 

 

5The succession of velocities in the sensor data transmission obeys to an asymptotic decreasing of velocity of 
the data emission system which will be found in the reception system and likewise successively in ps. The de-
sign must be such that velocities of the sensor data transmission as well as their mobile system must to be 
equaled at the infinity due our theory. 
6We have the two integrals of normal curvature to each component of unitary tangent vector: 

( )( )
2

2
1 1 d ,

M

k u s sδ ξ∫  and ( )( )
2

2
2 2 d ,

M

k u s sδ ξ∫  where is considered the shape operator as the matrix  

1

2

cos 0
,

0 sin
k

k
θ

θ
 
 
 

 and the unitary tangent vector as 1 2cos sin .u e eθ θ= +  
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that is to say, the convolution ( ) ( )1 2, .k u t tκ∗  Indeed, for one side to the convolution
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 2,1 1 22 1 2

, ,k u B k uκ ω ω κ ω ω∗ ≤ 7. Then considering (5) we have: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

2

, d d

d ,

u
M M

M

k u S u u s s U u s s

S u u x s s S u u k u

ξ δ ξ δ ξ

δ

= ≤ ∇

≤ ≤ ≤

∫ ∫

∫
 

But 1,u =  and the normal curvature as function of the unitary tangent vector sa-
tisfies that ( ) ,k u C uη≤  then finally , .uU Cη η∇ ≤ ∈Q  Due to that the shape 
operator can be constructed to any fields , ,X Y  that is to say, the spherical mapping is 
applied to all smooth 2-surface (differentiable surface), finally we have to some con-
stant ,β  that include ,η  that , .XY Cβ β∇ ≤ ∈Q    

All processes are bounded to the transmission velocity, which takes as reference the 
velocity of the shape operator where this last defines implicitly the curvature.  

The scaled gravitational energy used in the process of gauging of sensor mobile ad-
vance corresponds to the measured and gauged by the proper universal gravitation and 
considered by the spherizer operator ,EO  [1] [2] [5]. Then we can enounce: 

Theorem (F. Bulnes) 2.1. (Scaled Gravitational Energy to Curvature Sensor ad-
vance8).  

Let be the Einstein equations: 

1 ,
2

R Rg Tµν µν µν− =G  

Let be the spherizer operator ,EO  defined on 2-dimensional surface M  [2] [5] to 
apply the sphere of radius ,r  (see the Figure 3):9 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2, 1 d 8π ,n
E K

M

d Hom M S f x rγ= − Σ =∫ eO             (6) 

Then the scaled gravitational energy of the curvature sensor advance certain length 
,L  is  

,E k Lκ= ∗GO                            (7) 

Proof. The scaled gravitational constant is 43 2 1 1
4

8π 2.071 10 sec meter kg ,G − − −= = × ⋅ ⋅
c

G   

which is the proportionality between space-time curvature and energy (see the Figure 
3). In particular, to our 2-dimensional space, said proportionality is normed by the 
spherical mapping ( )Hom , ,K M Σ  between 2-sphere applied to the 2-surface, having 
by [2] [5], an energy sphere equal to 28π meter .  Indeed, by the spherizer (6) we have:  

 

 

7This is the energy given in Joules, where the constant 2,1 ,B  will have units in meters. This corresponds to 
the advance of the device over surface M. Likewise, the dimensional analysis will be 

( ) ( )
2

2,1 1 2 2,1 21 2
12

kgm 1, .
s m

B k u mκ ω ω
    =    

   
  

8It’s the gravitational energy to an advanced accelerometer design. This could to carry us to measure field ob-
servable more fine as quantum gravity, in a future. In this case, the gauge field is a classical electric field cha-
racterized for voltages. 
9 ( ) 2.d γ =  
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Figure 3. Scaled gravitational energy to curvature sensor. 

 
2 2

2
sec kg meter meter 8π ,

kg meter secE r L
 ⋅
= × × = × ⋅ 

O  

Due to the symmetry of sphere, ,L r=  that is to say, the advance could be realized 
as if the sphere shot, doing with maximum length equal to radius (see the Figure 3) 
then is had (7).   

3. Design of the Wireless Interconnectivity Module and  
Transmission Spectra  

We consider the curvature signals (curvature energy) in real time ( )1 2, ,t tκ  whose 
transmission will be bounded ,Cβ≤  by a velocity control to the mobile device that 
will transport the sensor, doing it through a signal of constant rectangular pulses with 
their instantaneous sampling to an efficient transmission process in a mobile curvature 
sensor10. We consider a curvature energy obtained in the spectra of energy constructed 
through Gaussian pulses [1] [3] (see the Figure 4). 

Then the optimal signal in the transmission process will be the PWM resultant signal 
of plane ridge obtained in the sampling of the curvature energy signal (see the Figure 5 
and Figure 6). In this process we have an inverse problem, where to the recovering of 
the real time curvature signal ( )1 2, ,t tκ  from their PWM signal ( )1 2, ,s t tκ  (demo-
dulation of the PWM signal) comes given by the process or product detector device: 

( )
( )

( )1 2 1 2

1 2

, ,

,
s t t C t t

FilterH

κ κ

ω ω

ω

→⊗→ →

↑





               (6) 

Due to the equation ,XY Cβ∇ =  is established the necessity of a constant velocity. 
For it, is necessary develop an electronic system of constant velocity control of the mo-
bile automata; this constant velocity is necessary to that the development in straight  

 

 

10The constant rectangular pulses have been chosen to control of vehicle velocity due to that in electronics 
tend to an impulse function when their length tends to zero, that is to say, the limit ( ) ( )

0
rect .t t
τ

τ δ
→

=  Like-

wise to a period we can conserve the electrical force of curvature signal using an impulse train derived of the 
sampling by rectangular pulses. The power of signal is conserved and transmitted in an interval in ps. 
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Figure 4. Curvature energy ( )1 2, .t tκ  

 

 
Figure 5. Closed-Loop system of discrete values, where is implemented a micro-controller to 
control the velocity. For it, is required a conditioning sensor of digital signal and to the power to 
the CD motor step a modulation of discrete pulse width (PWM). The relation of linear displace-
ment, electric field variation in the accelerometer gives expressions such as π .x D=  
 

    
Figure 6. Velocity control of the mobile curvature device. Sampling spectral curvature. 
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line exist slopes to upwards and downwards ensuring that the data transmission of the 
curvature sensor device to the wireless receptor device that is reliable.  

Now to the control process of velocity to the vehicle of our mobile curvature sensor 
we have the diagram (Figure 5). 

Likewise, if ( )1 2, ,t tκ  is the analogic curvature signal of band-limited to B = 10 
Hertz, their PWM sampled signal is given for: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2, , , ,s
n k

t t nT kT t nT t kTκ κ
∞ ∞

= − −∑∑ p              (7) 

where ( )1 2, ,t tp  is the rectangular pulse of sampling 

( ) 1 1 2 21 2
1 2

1 2

1 2 , 2
, Rect , ,

0 other  case
t T t Tt tt t

T T
 < < 

= =  
  

p  

where to simplify the compute of data, we can have square pulses in our sampling, con-
sidering the condition 1 2 ,T T=  with sampling frequency 0 1 ,s sT ω≤ =  and 2 ,s Bω ≥  
(see the Figures 6-8).  

Proposition 3.1. The curvature ( )1 2, ,t tκ  has the sampling curvature energy of 
energy spectra of rectangular pulse11: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 22
1, , , ,s s s

n n
H n n

T
κ ω ω ω ω κ ω ω ω ω

∞ ∞

= − −∑∑          (8) 

where 

( ) ( ){ } ( )1 2 1 2 1 2, , , .H t t sincω ω ω ω= =F p  

(see the Figures 6-9). 

4. Experimentation and Analysis. 

We establish the bordering conditions. The velocity of the mobile servosystem that car-
ries the sensor device (accelerometer) is considered minor much that the transmission 
velocity 

 

 

11A general proof of the proposition 3. 1, is: Consider the convolution:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

, , , ,

, , ,

, , , ,

s
n n

n n

n n

t t n T n T t t t n T t n T

t t n T n T t n T t n T

t t t t t n T t n T

κ κ δ

κ δ

κ δ

∞ ∞

∞ ∞

∞ ∞

= ∗ − −

= ∗ − −

= ∗ − −

∑∑

∑∑

∑∑

p

p

p

; where the spectra is: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2
2π

1 2 1 2 1 2, , , e ,
n T n Tj
n T n T

s
n n

H
ω ω
ω ωκ ω ω ω ω κ ω ω

 +∞ ∞ −   
 

 
= ∗ 

  
∑∑  But the sum of exponential functions is equivalent 

to an expression of the Fourier series in the ω -space:  

( ) { }1 1 1 2 2 2

1 2
1 2 1 2

2π
1 2

1 2 1 2

1 1, e ,j n T n T
s s n n

n n n n

n n c c
TT TT

ω ωδ ω ω ω ω
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

− +− − =∑∑ ∑∑  where the amplitudes in the ω -space are: 

( ) { }
1 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 21 2

2 2
2π

1 1 2 2 1 2
2 21 2

1 , e d d ,j n T n T
n s s

n n

c n n
ω ω

ω ω

ω ω

δ ω ω ω ω ω ω
ωω

∞ ∞
− +

− −

 
= − − 

 
∑∑∫ ∫  Then  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2

1, , , , ,s s s
n n

H n n
TT

κ ω ω ω ω κ ω ω δ ω ω ω ω
∞ ∞ = ∗ − −  
∑∑  which is the resulted required.   
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(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Sample that act in the micro-controller; (b) Velocity control of the tires of mo-
bile device. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. (a) Mobile curvature sensor prototype II (all the system); (b) Design in PCB Wizard to 
print circuited of the electronic board of the PIC16F877A Microcontroller and feeding 5V CD to 
the devices of curvature sensor. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 9. The graphs show in red color the PWM that feeds the reductor motors. The yellow 
color shows the torque in the motor arrow. The blue color shows the velocity in the pre-estab- 
lished straight line A). Variation of the electric field inside the sensor device due to their respec-
tive variable capacitance. This is translated in curvature measures. 

 

( ) ,t cυ   

where ( ) ,tυ  is the constant linear velocity represented in addition for ,Cβ  ,c  is the 
transmission velocity 83 10 m s.≈ ×  For it is despised the error of data transmission in 
wireless modus, error that can give it due to the displacement of the mobile servo-sys- 
tem and the fix station of reception of data.  

Likewise, to norm the velocity of the mobile servo-system we use the linear dis-
placement that arise in the theoretical analysis of our energy integrals given in Equation 
(7) and applying this to a displacement in one direction. Then the velocity servo-system 
must to comply the following system equations:  

( ) 2π ,rt X
t

υ = =                          (9) 

( ) ( ) d ,
di t

iV Ri t L
t

= +                       (10) 
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( ) ,i tKeVθ =                             (11) 

where ,Ke  is a specific proportionality constant of the CD-motor between voltage 
and angular velocity. Likewise 

( ) 3 ,t Kυ θ=                              (12) 

where 3 ,K  is a proportionality constant between the linear velocity and angular ve-
locity given t is last, in m/rad. Then the relation of constant velocity that must to have 
the motor is proportional to the voltage through the constants ,Ke  and 3 ,K  that is 
to say,12 

( ) ( )3 ,i tt K KeVυ =                          (13) 

where 3 ,K Ke  is given by m/sV, The voltage of feeding to the motors is a modulated 
discrete function in pulse width to maintain a constant velocity in the wheels, each one 
with independent traction but synchronic. To this analysis only is considered the rela-
tion of feeding voltage to the motors and their velocity (Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b)). 
In this analysis is not considered the torque given in the arrow of the motors and their 
directly proportional relation to the electric current ( ) ,i t  point that will be necessary 
to take in account to an analysis of energy optimization of the autonomous mobile ser-
vo-system in other time. Then arise a question, how is modified the PWM (Figure 7(a)) 
to have a constant velocity in straight line to that the sensor can be stable? 

We consider the following analysis of velocity and torque in motors. Let the equation 
system of motors: 

0,i R LV V V− − =                         (14) 

0,Jτ θ− =                           (15) 

( )1 ,K V tθ =                           (16) 

( )2 ,K i tτ =                           (17) 

Substituting the voltage expression from (16) in (14), and considering the velocity 
transference function of each motor: 

( ) ( )[ ] 1,s I s R Ls Kθ = +                       (18) 

to obtain the linear velocity with 0.06 m of radius of the wheels, (see Figure 7(b)), 
We obtain (see blue line in the (Figure 7(a)): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1π 0.06 ,t I s R Ls Kυ = × +                    (19) 

Now the torque will be: 

( )2 ,K I sτ =                             (20) 

 

 

12In reality the Equation (13) comes from the condition established by the lemma 2.1. Then in a lemma sense 
can be written as ( ) ( )3 ,i tt K KeVυ ≤  depending of the expression to the Voltage. 
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The dynamical analysis shows that the velocity is expressed in terms of the current 
through (19). The servo-system that is showed in the block diagram in Simulink is a 
CD motor of unique phase mechanically coupling to a rotational-traction system that 
finally as output variable is a velocity in constant straight line (see the Figure 8(b)). 

The automata being in their travel through a slope in ascent requires major traction 
force thus their feeding of the motors requires in their corresponding width modulation 
of pulse, major time in high voltage state that implicitly is available as electrical current 
necessary that demands the proper servo-systems in ascent (see the Figure 9(a)). 

For other way, the contrary case in the moment of decline is required the decreasing 
of the velocity because is reduced the pulse width in high voltage state, such that the 
motors to not receive constant voltage then their velocity decreases to compensate the 
velocity that the servo-system sums when for gravity tends to go down (see the Figure 
9(b)). 

The modulation of pulse width PWM, whether in raising or lowering has variation, 
and exists a relation of this signal with the inertia of the servo-system in their constant 
movement and thus also with the variation of the electric field inside the sensor device 
due to their respective variable capacitance according the position that this has, which 
is translated in curvature measure (see the Figure 9(c)).  

In laboratory the before analysis is verified and proved (see the Figure 10). The sig-
nal obtained in the oscilloscope shows the discrete signal used to excite the system, to 
difference of the analysis made in the Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b). 

5. Transmission Optimization 

Due to the covering of field energy the data transmission of curvature energy will be 
given in bluetooth transmission whose decoding module use the energy interval [1] [3] 
established in a beginning to data whose transmission velocity is most speed. We re-
quire a transmission secure system of data with a band-width adequate to the norm es-
tablished to velocity of curvature data transmission. We elect the bluetooth HC-05 y 
and the FPGA transmission model whose manufactured components have TTL tech-
nology with TTLRS elements of input-output of device known as bipolar transistors 

 [7].  
The Bluetooth HC-05 module, is the that offers a best relation of price and function-

ing characteristics since is a master-slave module, which want to say that furthermore 
of receive connections from a PC or tablet, also is able of generate connections to other 
Bluetooth devices. This permit us, for example to connect two Bluetooth modules and 
form a connection point to point to transmit data between two micro-controllers or 
devices, as could be the case in our mobile curvature sensor [8]. The transmission 
modus will be the asynchronous, since offer us the advantage of that the bits that con-
stitute the code of a character of the sampling spectral curvature ( )1 2, ,sκ ω ω  can be 
emitted with the help of supplementary impulses that permits to maintain in synchron-
ism the two extremes of their binary codes13. 

 

 

13This communication method is more efficient due to transmission velocity. It comes given because there is 
not nobody additional information type between the characters to be transmitted. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 10. (a) The figure shows the measured signal with 30% of pulse width to 10 Hz; (b) The 
figure shows the measured signal with 90% of pulse width to 10 Hz; (c) Mobile curvature sensor 
device rising in one direction of constant movement governed by velocity control of order 

( ) ( )( ) 1π 0.06 .X Y I s R Ls K∇ ≤ ×  +    
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Communication via Bluetooth from a cell to the FPGA to test obtaining bits sent. 
Android application is made, the application is installed cell and connects to the HC-05. 
Given the connection a program structured VHDL is made to connect with the Blu-
etooth module and therefore the information as programmed in the FPGA is processed. 
The data output ports of the FPGA are sent. Physically they show each bit by LEDS [9] 
[10]. 

The serial data transmission allows the scope of the data is greater, since the form of 
higher performance parallel transmission system and transmission range is less demand. 
The RS-232 communication is made to review and store data processing on the com-
puter, an interface defined chart in order to visualize the bits of information, which in 
turn are stored to be analyzed late [8].  

The tests and rehearsals in laboratory show the binary encoding using the transmis-
sion optimization characterizes signed in the curve (Figure 11(b)) and executed by the 
Bluetooth module HC-05 (Figure 12). The additional equipment required for the pur-
poses of digital wireless communications is:  

1) It requires two HC-05 Bluetooth modules for transmission and reception of data 
from the PLC (see the Figure 12(a)).  

2) FPGA is required for processing the data obtained. A USB-SERIAL wire is used 
for the connection the FPGA to computer (see the Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(c)). 

3) A computer with a hyper-terminal program is required to achieve RS-232 connec-
tion of the FPGA and store the acquired data (see the Figure 12(c)). 
 

   
(a)                                           (b) 

Figure 11. (a) A wireless transmission via Bluetooth is proposed. bluetooth module HC-05 is 
used because of its high efficiency in digital communications and receiver feature/transmitter will 
choose to use a Field Programmable Gates Array ( FPGA) due to its high speed data processing 
because the logical state in the TTL technology is 5 volts for logic “1” as well as 0 volts for the “0”. 
In the technology of FPGA the voltage of 5 volts by one of 3.3 volts replaced to achieve the “1” 
logic preserving 0volts as “0” the reading obtained by the accelerometer by a HC-05 (transmitter) 
is sent, is received in an FPGA (Cyclone II) by another HC-05 (receiver), it is transmitted to the 
computer with RS-232 protocol and stored data on a computer for later analysis; (b) Sampling 
data optimal transmission curve in the devices of transmission data in FPGA. Also represents the 
voltage range of the system. 
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(a) 

   
(b)                                           (c) 

Figure 12. (a) Bluetooth module HC-05, which is found in the proto-board followed of the leds 
the Cyclone II, receiving the ASCII data and becoming these to binary codes in octaves. This de-
code can be observed in the red leds. The gate of the signals to the led is given for one of these 
two GPIO port of the Cyclone II. Finally, the arrangement Led to tests and proofs, given by the 
blue Led (see the block diagram given in the Figure 9(a), to understanding of this electronic 
module); (b) Surface of binary codes with variable electrical permittivity (axis Y) which has been 

modeled considering the permittivity given by ( ) ( )0
1 2 1 2

0

, cos sin .Dt t
E

ε θ θ= +  This define the 

data flown of the system. Also, this establishes an inter-relation between the ω -space and the 
transmission space considering the properties of good RS-232 system. Observe the wave form to 
each period ,tT  over the Y-axis; (c) Monitor of computer with octets of binary codes ( )8 .N =  

 
The transmission optimization will be normed by the energy coefficients to the digi-

talized signal of ( )1 2, ,sκ ω ω  whose energy consume is registered by the red Leds in 
the Cyclone II platform (Figure 12(a))14: 

( ) ( )
0 0

1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0

1 , , d d , 1, 2,3, , ,
T T

l l
j i

t t t t t t l N
l l

κ κ ϕ∗= =∫ ∫             (21) 

which is the optimal way of data detection when the received signal could be corrupted 
for additive white noise. Here the coefficients (21) represent the digital data ready to be 

 

 

14Here the functions ( )1 2, ,l t tϕ  with 1,2,3, , ,l N=   also with 1
10 ,tt T< <  and 20 ,tt T< <  (we restrict 

to 1 2
t tT T= ) are orthogonal N functions that give form to the wave. 
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become them in binary codes [9] [10]. The space of this coefficient is ( )( )2
0, 1 ,sHL Z

which appears in the storage and analyzed data in the monitor (Figure 12(c)). The bi-
nary codes surface is in the space ( )( )2

0, 1 .s tH ×ΩL Z  

6. Conclusions 

The gravitational energy factor to design an accelerometer to a universal curvature 
sensor brings with it an “available” energy factor for the proper curvature in any curved 
space (included the Universe) bringing profit as “energy plus” to the proper mobile 
curvature sensor device. Likewise, due to the problem transmission optimization of 
curvature data we can enounce the following Table 1, of energy amplitudes used in this 
prototype II of curvature sensor, considering the complete system. 

The future work of this research will design other devices of solid state that realize 
this profit of energy using the curvature energy obtained in downs and ups, or due to 
the positioning of the mobile device in the space (see the prospective to an advanced 
design of energy curvature sensor in the Universe to measure their curvature installed 
in an aerospace ship). 

As it has been said, in the Section 4, and through the modulation analysis of pulse 
width PWM, the variations in raising or lowering show a relation of the signal with the 
inertia of the servo-system in their constant movement (see the Figure 9(a)) and thus 
also with the variation of the electric field inside the sensor device (our gauge field in 
this energy integrals theory) due to their respective variable capacitance which is con-
signed in position and thus is translated in curvature measure (see the Figure 9(c)). 
The laboratory conditions comply with the band-width 2 Hz 10 Hz.s Bω ≤ ≈  The mo-
bile curvature sensor device is limited in this frequency range due to the low constant 
velocity used for detection and monitoring of the curved space which is  

( ) ( )( ) 1π 0.06 .X Y I s R Ls K∇ ≤ × +    
We can conclude that the synchronization problem in the transmission process 

(movement of curvature sensor and the data transmission problem) stays normed by 
the lemma of regularity 2.1, which must establish as norm of the device displacement 
velocity such that this last velocity is constant. 
 
Table 1. Energy amplitudes.  

Table Head 
Complete Energy System 

Energy Amplitude Wave Type Band-width 

1 kC  ( )1 2,sκ ω ω  2 Hzs Bω ≤  

2 lκ  ( )1 2,t tκ  
0

1 Hz
2 2
NB D
T

≥ =  

3 8π  2
E rO  ∞  

4 nD  ( )1 2,κ ω ω  ( ) 2
H Bω≤  
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The next research that will be realized is the adjustment of constant movement of the 
mobile curvature sensor device and will be used to realize a terrestrial relief exploring 
to data of their curvature and obtain a curvature map. Finally the circuital optimizing 
of the sensor will be searched to increase their profit or yield in energy, and likewise 
decrease their loss of energy due to the heat or their transmission efficiency due to the 
electromagnetic scattering or signal dissipation.  
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Technical Notation and Abbreviations  

K —Curvature as general concept of roundness property. Also used in the paper as 
Gaussian curvature in a point p.  

k —Gaussian curvature along of the geodesic or surface. 

—Sensor device as black box. This simplified representation of our electronic 
sensor is useful to show the goals of curvature exploring of surfaces.  

EO —Spherical operator which is related with the spherical map. Also is the energy of 
a sphere of radius r.  

USB-SERIAL—Storage-connection cable to binary signal recollecting.  
V —Voltage.   
FPGA—Field Programmable Gate Array. This is a programmable device that include 

logic blocks whose interconnection and functionality can be configured “in situs” 
through a language of specialized description. 

ASCII—American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Also named usually 
as “aski code”, which is a character code based in the Latin alphabet, such as is used in 
modern English  

XY∇ —Shape operator. This is an operator to measure the velocity of change of di-
rection of one field respect to other field. In our sensor the gauge field (electrical field) 
varies respect to reference systems field (position average field). 

( )Hom ,K M Σ —Spherical mappings space, which establish the mapping of the sur-
face used to measure their curvature ,M  and the sphere ,Σ  of certain radius r.  

A —Area. 
( )1 2,κ ω ω —Spectral curvature in the Fourier space. 

TTL—Technology model based in “logic from transistor to transistor”, (transis-
tor-transistor logic). 

PCL—Programmable Logic Controller.  
Bluetooth HC-05 Module—It’s data transmission system of master-slave module, 

which has advantages in intercommunication in a closed electronic system.  
GPIO—General Purpose Input/Output. It´s a generic pin in a chip, whose behavior 

(including, if is an input or output pin) can be controlled (programmed) by the user in 
time of execution. 

Cyclone II—Electronic platform or board with low cost and optimized feature set of 
FPGAs make them ideal solutions for a wide array of automotive, consumer, commu-
nications, video processing, test and measurement, and other end-market solutions. 
Reference designs, system diagrams. 

RS-232—Recommended Standard 232. Also known as EIA/TIA RS-232C, is an in-
terphase that designs a norm to the interchange of a binary data series between a DTE 
(Data Terminal Equipment) and a DCE (Data Communication Equipment), although 
exist other in the that also is used the interphase RS-232. Also is known as V.24.  

( )1 2,sκ ω ω —Sampling spectral curvature in the ω -space. 

( )( )2
0, 1sHL Z —Binary Spectral Curvature Space.   
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( )1 2,t tκ —Real spectral curvature. This is the measured by electrical devices directly 
of the surfaces. 

—Bipolar Transistor. A bipolar junction transistor (bipolar transistor or BJT) is a 
type of transistor that uses both electron and hole charge carriers.  
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